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AURUS-TFT
Subtle integration

The AURUS-TFT touch screen is 
a member of the AURUS touch 
panel family. It is a compact but full 
featured touch screen with 4.3” color 
TFT display. The exclusive design 
of all AURUS family members is the 
result of the minimalistic approach of 
a plain glass panel with TELETASK 
capacitive touch (*) technology. 

Due to the ceramic printing (in different 
colors) the AURUS-TFT is a small 
family on its own. Being available in 
Black, White, Gold and Aluminum-grey 
version, this touch screen can be in 
architectural harmony with about every 
room decoration. From classic to the 
trendiest modern environment. Be it 
living, sleeping, dining, sports, working 
or any other area.

With the AURUS-TFT touch panel every 
function of the TELETASK system can 
be managed. Although compact, the 
user-friendly menu makes control simple 
and powerful. It uses easy-to-recognize 
symbols for the selection of lights, energy 
management, curtains, heating/cooling, 
scenes, audio, camera’s, etc… Within a 
few clicks you can control about every 
light or other devices in your house or 

project. The AURUS-TFT is particularly 
useful when you need central control or 
anywhere you need lots of features. Be 
privileged to have the latest possibilities 
in energy management. Complex 
systems integrated without worries. The 
TELETASK system takes care while 
the owners stay in control with a crisp 
overview on the AURUS-TFT. It is the 
perfect alternative to large touch screens 
at lower cost and limited space needed 
at the highest life expectancy of up to  
30 years.

Thanks to the newest TELETASK 
capacitive touch technology used in this 
touch panel, the front panel is a massive 
glass plate without a hole for the touch 
sensitive zone, as still often used on 
traditional touch screens. It makes the 
AURUS-TFT easy to clean and from 
design point of view as pure as all other 
members of the AURUS family. 

But AURUS-TFT is more than a touch 
panel. In combination with a wireless 
DECT phone, it’s also a full featured 
indoor video door phone device. With its 
Ethernet connection it can communicate 
with every IP-camera system. But 
with a convertor it can be connected 
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Figure: AURUS-TFT intuitive user interface

with traditional analog video-door 
phone systems as well. It makes the  
AURUS-TFT even more powerful 
and at the same time still compact.  
Watch your visitors on screen or navigate 
through your house, flat or building and 
control all available automation features.

Technical

*What is capacitive touch 
technology? 

TELETASK introduces the newest 
capacitive touch technology in the 
AURUS-TFT At the back of the glass 
front plate, there are two imaginary 
buttons. These buttons are made out 
of antennas which sense the approach 
of a human finger, which activate its 
predefined function.

Technical

About any standard single wall box can 
be used for both brick- and plasterboard 
walls. The AURUS-TFT is provided to be 
mounted with two screws or claws.

Remarks
 
Because AURUS-TFT and AURUS-
OLED have displays, they are advised 
to be mounted at eye-level. AURUS-TFT 
is to be clicked in its AURUS wall bracket 
in horizontal position. AURUS-OLED 
can be both mounted and configured 
horizontal or vertical.

Dimensions

Total thickness on the wall: 
140 W x 90 H (glass plate) x 18 D (mm) 

Connections
 
AUTOBUS + Ethernet (RJ45) for 
connection with IP camera’s.

Maintenance

Use only dry microfiber cloth.

Order references

TDS12064WH White
TDS12064BL  Black
TDS12064AU  Gold
TDS12064LG  Silver grey 
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